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MY-LYTE DISCOVERY BUGGY

KEY FEATURES

Easy to clean covers for any spills or accidents!

90o to 160o tilt-in-space and 30o backrest recline

Sleek compact design that folds for easy transport

Choose from a range of highly modular supports 

and accessories to promote better posture

Crash tested to ISO-7176-19 for advanced safety

The My-Lyte Discovery is a hybrid buggy incorporating the popular tried and tested 

Shuttle Discovery seat unit onto the new My-Lyte base - a highly durable and 

lightweight outdoor pushchair frame manufactured by RMS.

The My-Lyte Discovery incorporates seamlessly into your child’s daily routine, whilst 

providing superior postural support. With some of the smallest sizes available on the 

market for early intervention, this good-looking buggy breaks the norm of special 

needs medical buggies, giving parents an attractive and easy to use alternative.

The modular design can be easily altered with a wide range of parts and accessories, 

perfect for if the child’s needs evolve over time. All attachments have easy access 

zips so covers can be removed for simple machine washing. There is also a ‘wipe-

down’ fabric option for messy children!
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THE MY-LYTE FOLDING FRAME

UPHOLSTERY COLOURS

Available in a 
variety of bright 
and attractive 
seat colours! OCEAN CALYPSO MANGO

CHILLI JET BLACK INK BLACK

A result of extensive development - The My-Lyte frame 

was designed specifically for the Shuttle Discovery 

seat unit by our in house team of rehabilitation experts.

With concepts based off our amazingly successful 

Marley Buggy - an industry leading postural rehab 

buggy - the frame of the 

My-Lyte is extremely 

lightweight, folds in one 

smooth motion and will fit 

into the boot of most cars, 

thus making life easier for 

the parents who use it.

‘Ink Black’ is a 
special wipe 

clean fabric for 
any little spills!
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A WIDE RANGE OF ACCESSORIES

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

SEAT UNIT SPECIFICATIONS MY-LYTE BASE SPECIFICATIONS

SEAT WIDTH 13 to 27 cm

SEAT DEPTH 13 to 30 cm

BACKREST HEIGHT 24 to 39cm

SEAT TO HEAD HEIGHT 45 to 58 cm

FOOTPLATE HEIGHT 14 to 28 cm

CHEST WIDTH 12 to 25 cm

CLIENT WEIGHT Max - 25kg

PUSH HANDLE FROM FLOOR 90 to 127 cm

TILT IN SPACE WITHIN SEAT up to 40°

WIDTH x DEPTH 64 x 84 cm

FRAME WEIGHT 12 kg

FOLDED SIZE  (L x W x H) 85 x 63 x 50 cm

HEADREST

VENT TRAY

LATERALS HIP GUIDES

SUN CANOPY RAIN COVER
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